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1 Abstract

Ceramic honeycomb extrusion is a technique capable of attaining high strength, porous ceramics. However, challenges prevent the realisation of its potential. These include the design of an intricate honeycomb die and the formulation of an extrudable paste. The present study addresses the latter by using guar gum (GG) as a binder. GG was rationally selected because hydrogels thereof exhibit strong shear-thinning and high stiffness properties, which are required for extrusion. Rheological analyses demonstrated ceramic pastes with similar qualities were achieved, with hydroxyapatite (HA) used as the model ceramic. The shear stiffness modulus of HA pastes was determined as 8.4 MPa with a yield stress of 1.1 kPa. Moreover, this was achieved with GG as the sole additive, which further facilitates the overall fabrication process. The binder extraction notably occurred at relatively low temperatures when other high molecular weight polymers demand temperatures above 1000 °C; therefore the latter precludes the use of ceramics with low sintering onset. The process culminated in a porous HA scaffold with similar porosity to that of a commercial HA graft, but with higher compressive strength. Lastly, the study
notes that the biological and water-soluble properties of GG can broaden its application into other ceramic fabrication processes.
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## 2 Introduction

Porous ceramics continue to be a subject of interest for many functional ceramic applications. In the field of bioceramics, a porous bone graft is required due to the benefits elicited by the pores, which include new bone formation, vascularisation and oxygen nutrient transport [1-4]. However, given that porosity and mechanical strength are mutually exclusive, it has proven difficult to form porous bioceramic scaffolds with sufficient strength using traditional fabrication methods [5, 6].

Ceramic honeycomb extrusion is one technique capable of achieving high mechanical properties, [7, 8] which is partly attributed to its periodic porous architecture [9, 10]. Hence, there is potential for the technique in the fabrication of synthetic bone grafts. Like other fabrication techniques, including solid free-form fabrication, which are considered as state of the art, ceramic extrusion necessitates the use of binders. Methylcellulose (MC), and other cellulose-derived polymers are heavily relied on as the primary binder [11-16]. One concern with using MC is its thermal gelation property [17], whereby the polymer crosslinks at high temperatures and hardens. Thermal gelation of MC occurs typically at ~ 50 °C, and as the processing temperature nears the thermal gelation point, the viscosity increases exponentially. Thus, fabrication techniques using MC require additional control to preclude processing above 50 °C that can lead to defects, such as crack formation [18].
Guar gum is another water-soluble polysaccharide capable of forming a gel network ideal for the suspension of ceramic particles. Guar gum (GG) is an industrial gum with a number of applications [19]. GG has a molecular weight ranging from 0.2 to 5.0 million, the highest of the water-soluble polysaccharides, and hence are able to impart high viscosity. This can be achieved at low concentrations [20], which is desirable in ceramic extrusion as high viscosity is needed to impart green strength whilst low binder concentrations ensures a high ceramic solids loading can be achieved. This will lower the probability of defects appearing post-extrusion, particularly during shrinkage. Moreover, in bioceramics, GG is attractive as it is nontoxic, biocompatible and biodegradable [21], and thus can be used in cell-laden processes. In contrast to MC, GG is not affected by thermal gelation [22], thus facilitating processing of ceramics when selected as the binder.

The aim of this article is to examine the suitability of GG as a binder for ceramic honeycomb extrusion, using hydroxyapatite as the model ceramic. The central part of the study seeks to explore its potential through rheological characterisation, as well as determining a suitable thermal debinding profile. The characteristics of the hydroxyapatite scaffolds, with respect to mechanical, porosity and microstructural properties are also reported.

3 Materials and Method

3.1 Raw Materials

Commercially available hydroxyapatite powder (Purum grade, Sigma Aldrich) pre-calcined at 1000 °C, and GG (Lot no.: SLBH5231V; Sigma Aldrich) were used for this study. Fig. 1 depicts the powder morphology of the GG powder. Distilled water was used as the solvent.
3.2 Fabrication Procedure

Mixing was carried out in two stages. First, the dry components (ceramic and binder) were weighed and then mixed using a high-energy speed mixer (Speedmixer™ DAC 300FVZ, Synergy Devices Limited) to ensure a homogenous distribution of the ceramic component and polymer. Solvent was then added in two minute intervals, until a single coalesced paste was obtained. Mixing was continued for a further 5 minutes following coalescence of the ceramic paste. Once a suitable paste was obtained, it was extruded using an in-house ram extruder and honeycomb die [Fig. 2]. The die comprised feed holes of 1.2 mm and distance of 1.52 mm apart; and die pins with a width of ~ 1 mm. The pastes were next loaded into the barrel of the extruder, and placed under vacuum (i.e. deaired) prior to extrusion. A servo-hydraulic press (Schenck 250 kN) was employed to actuate the piston. The extrudates were dried for twenty-four hours, at ambient temperatures. The extrudates were then thermally debound in a muffle furnace (Elite Thermal Systems Ltd). The thermal debinding process is detailed in the results section. The extrudates were subsequently sintered in a muffle furnace at 1250 °C using a heating rate of 5 °C/min. For further characterisations, the extrudates were sectioned into ~ 4.5 mm³ cubes (Isomet® 250, Buehler), and ground flat using silicon carbide grinding paper. A total of ten scaffolds were fashioned from three extrudates.

3.3 Characterisation

3.3.1 Rheological

Viscosity measurements of the pastes were performed using Malvern’s Rosand RH200 15 mm twin bore capillary rheometer, and the experimental procedure was selected using the Flowmaster™ software. A tungsten carbide die with a diameter, length and angle of
1 mm, 16 mm and 180 °, respectively, was used. Before each measurement, the samples were kneaded by hand and loaded into the barrel at ambient temperature, followed by manual compaction using a piston to a reference point (95-110 mm).

To compliment the capillary rheometry analysis, a rotational rheometer was employed in oscillatory mode, also referred to as dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA), to elucidate the mechanical behaviour of pastes. By performing an amplitude sweep test, whereby subjecting samples to increasing oscillatory forces, a shear stress-strain curve was obtained. From the data, the shear modulus and the plastic behaviour of samples were determined. The former is akin to the elastic modulus, however, as the instrument applies a torsional force, rather than an axial force, it is the shear characteristics that were analysed. The DMA data was used in correlation to the capillary rheometer data to determine the quality of the extrudates. The rotational rheometer (MCR 302, Anton Paar) was equipped with an 8-mm parallel plate geometry, and controlled using Rheoplus software. As ceramic pastes are classified as high-viscous materials, an 8-mm plate geometry was selected, capable of generating high rheological stresses. The speed of the test was empirically determined to ensure that measurements can be recorded before the paste ages. Care was taken not to omit key transition points. When working with relatively low solvent slurries, ageing can occur if the test is unnecessarily prolonged, consequently leading to erroneous measurements. Accordingly, the following parameters were selected: the initial and final strain were 0.001 and 20%, respectively; the frequency was set to 50 rad/s; and the plate gap was set to 0.5 mm.

The MOOG SmarTEST ONE controller, which was used to control the servo-hydraulic press was also used to record the force feedback as a function of piston travel,
and thus producing force-displacement curves. Sampling was performed at a recording frequency of 100 Hz.

### 3.3.2 Thermal

TGA analysis was performed to determine the change in sample mass as a function of temperature, using Perkin Elmer’s Pyris TGA 1 and alumina pans, and controlled using the Pyris software.

### 3.3.3 Spectroscopy

Fourier-transformation-infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was performed using the Perkin Elmer Frontier, and operated using the Spectrum software. First, the powder samples were mixed with potassium bromide (KBr) at a ratio of 2:200 mg using an agate pestle and mortar. Once sufficiently mixed and the admixture was homogenous, samples were pressed into a disc using a 10 mm stainless steel pellet die; the force was first applied at 1 ton for one minute, and then increased to 10 tons for a further one minute. Once pressed, the samples were inserted into the sample holder, and subsequently placed into the instrument for analysis.

### 3.3.4 Microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was performed to examine the microstructure of the scaffolds. Samples were coated with gold prior to examination, using a SC 500A, Emscope sputter system. Optical microscopy was employed to measure the macro-pore sizes using the Motic®’s BA310Met-T microscope, fitted with Moticam 3 attachable digital C-mount camera, and controlled by the Motic Images Plus software.
3.3.5 Physical Properties

A gas helium pycnometer (Accupyc II 1340, Micromeritics) was utilised for measuring the true scaffold volume, which was subtracted from the apparent volume to give the bulk porosity (n=3). A vernier caliper was used to measure the apparent volume, which was taken as the three dimensions illustrated in Fig. 3. Although bone is subjected to different forms of stress, compressive strength is used as the benchmark indicator for mechanical properties. Tests were performed using the Zwick Roell Z050, with a 20 kN load cell (Xforce K, Zwick; 0.5% resolution), and operated by the testXpert II software.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Paste Rheology

A hydroxyapatite paste formulated using GG as the sole organic additive was successfully fabricated. The solids loading achieved was 62 wt%, and pastes were notably stiff. To ensure the newly formulated admixture possessed the correct flow characteristics for ceramic extrusion, rheological characterisation was conducted.

4.1.1 Capillary Rheometry

For a defect-free extrusion of honeycomb structures, it is essential that the paste satisfies both a non-newtonian flow behaviour and should have sufficient strength to maintain structural integrity thereafter [14]. A capillary rheometer was used to determine the flow characteristics of HA pastes formulated using guar gum as a binder, with the results illustrated in Fig. 4. Capillary rheometer analysis revealed that the admixture was capable of exhibiting shear-thinning behaviour, which is defined as a decrease in shear viscosity ($\eta$) with increasing shear rate ($\gamma$), and is a requirement for defect-free
ceramic extrusion. Shear-thinning is a property of ceramic slurries and pastes, wherein the polymer chains, which are initially oriented in different directions within the admixture, are disentangled when enough force is applied. The resistance to flow decreases as the disentanglement progresses, eventually resulting in a flowing admixture when the polymers are oriented to the direction of flow (Fig. 5).

In honeycomb extrusion, the pastes are first sheared as they enter the feeder holes of the die and are then required to reknit thereafter to form the desired geometry (Fig. 6). Thus, strong shear-thinning is favourable as less force is required for the convergence of adjacent sheared layers but the value should not be too low that the paste is easily sheared resulting in lamination defects.

4.1.2 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) – Amplitude Sweep

The plastic behaviour of ceramic pastes is generally predicted by stress–deformation compression curves [23], hence dynamic mechanical analysis was utilised. Fig. 7 is the DMA data for the GG paste. The curve illustrates that at low shear stress, the paste displays constant plateau values, which is termed the linear viscoelastic (LVE) range [24, 25]. Here, the material displays elastic behaviour and is able to return to its original shape when the load is withdrawn. The point of inflexion (denoted by the arrows) is termed the yield point, at which the elastic limit of the material is reached and begins to exhibit plastic deformation thereafter.

The analysis revealed that the GG possessed a shear stiffness modulus of 8.4 MPa, and a yield stress value of 1.1 kPa (Yst). Following the yield point, the paste remained plastic until the end of the test, which was nearly by a factor of two orders of a magnitude.
The pastes were immediately tested again where it was revealed that a marginal decrease in mechanical properties had occurred, thus demonstrating that the pastes were able to maintain their high stiffness after being subjected to shear stress. The storage modulus and yield stress decreased to 4.3 MPa and 0.85 kPa, respectively. The wide plasticity region of GG highlights the excellent workability it imparts onto ceramic pastes. This characteristic conflicts with that of other pastes in which high stress and plastic deformation are mutually exclusive [26].

4.1.3 Extrusion Plot

Paste extrusion pressure as a function of distance travelled by the piston was recorded in situ, as portrayed in Fig. 8. For comparison, a recorded plot of a common binder (Methocel™ (methylcellulose)) with comparable paste composition from a study to be reported by the authors, was included. The Methocel™ (MC) curve is typical of what has been previously recorded in force-displacement extrusion plots [20, 27, 28]. As the figure delineates, MC displayed an initial linear increase in force as the piston began to travel and the paste made contact with the die. Subsequently a drop in pressure was observed, which reflects the material exiting the die. Here, the paste maintained a plateau. GG pastes on the other hand presented with a moderate decrease following the pressure drop that continued until the end of the run. Despite possessing a markedly higher extrusion force prior to exiting the die than that of MC, there was an eventual overlap. The resultant GG extrudates were sufficiently strong immediately after extruding.

The data confirms GG’s contrasting rheological properties. The high extrusion force required is attributed to GG possessing a higher viscosity in comparison to MC, whereas the lack of a plateau following the pressure drop can be ascribed to its strongly
shear-thinning properties [29]. It should be noted that the extrusion force recorded was higher than what has been previously reported. This was due to the considerably high extrusion rate used, which is known to affect the extrusion force [30]. The high extrusion rate used in the present study was found to yield a defect-free extrudate during preliminary investigations. However, as [Fig. 4](a) conveys, GG pastes can flow at lower shear rates. [Fig. 9] is representative image depicting the result of the extruded paste through the honeycomb die. Typical defects associated with ceramic extrusion were not observed.

The rheological analyses corroborated that ceramic pastes formulated using GG have excellent stiffness and shear-thinning properties. The rheological properties of a binder are a function of its molecular weight, polymeric morphology and functional groups [31]. Indeed, the high stiffness was attributed to its relatively high molecular weight, and further experiments will be needed to explain the distinct rheological properties possessed by guar gum ceramic pastes.

Both the elastic modulus and yield stress matches the aforementioned desirable rheological properties for a binder. To the author’s best knowledge, this is the first study to report the yield stress of an extruded ceramic using DMA. Rheological tools are routinely used to predict the quality of the extrudate, with DMA particularly useful in this context. In addition, the analysis is undemanding in terms of both complexity and sample size. The storage modulus determined was similar to that reported for extrudable hard-metal paste, albeit with a different yield stress [32]. The yield stress is comparable, however, to that found in robocasting and injection moulding [33] [34], but higher than that of tape casting [35]. The rheological properties of GG would be of interest to
researchers working with robocasting, or any other extrusion-based solid free-form fabrication, as a highly viscous, shear-thinning binder is also favoured. Moreover, the wide plasticity of GG infers it may also be used as a plasticiser, providing it does not react with the primary additive.

To summarise the rheological analyses, ceramic pastes with strong shear-thinning properties and a high stiffness can be achieved using guar gum as a binder.

4.2 Thermal Debinding and Sintering

4.2.1 Thermal Debinding

Having fulfilled its role in shaping and imparting green strength, the binder was then extracted. The process may be achieved through different means but thermal degradation is a fast, reliable method. Thermal stability is proportional to molecular weight, hence high-molecular-weight polymers will require higher temperatures for degradation [31]. Thermal analysis was therefore conducted to determine the degradation characteristics of GG prior to sintering HA.

4.2.1.1 Thermogravimetric Analysis

TGA of the raw guar gum powder was performed in both air and nitrogen gas to elucidate the degradation characteristics [Fig. 10]. A multi-modal degradation was observed under air [Fig. 10(a)], which is redolent of a heterogeneous polymer structure [36, 37], and culminated into complete degradation by 500 °C. The degradation point is similar to that of methylcellulose [38-40], which is remarkable considering that other high-molecular-weight polymers such as carboxymethyl cellulose degrade at above 1000 °C [41, 42].
When analysed under nitrogen gas, approximately 25% of the mass remained until 1000 °C. Fig. 10 (c) illustrates discoid pellets comprised of HA and GG heated up to 500 °C in nitrogen which resulted in the formation of a char coating. Thus, it was concluded that complete degradation of GG requires an oxidising atmosphere, and that there was no obvious benefit to applying a two-step debinding treatment comprising both air and nitrogen.

TGA was also performed on HA-GG paste (Fig. 10 (b)). An initial loss in mass from ambient temperature to 112 °C was attributed to the evaporation of distilled water. The paste thereafter maintained a constant mass until 228 °C, above which a bimodal loss in mass was observed until 500 °C, and attributed to the degradation of the binder. An imperceptible mass loss was observed from 500 to 1000 °C, which required further analysis to discern the nature thereof, as dehydroxylation of HA was also suspected.

4.2.1.2 Fourier-Transformation-Infra-Red Spectroscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy

FTIR was utilised to verify the degradation behaviour of the paste. The analysis of the raw GG was used to compare to the spectra of crushed extrudates after drying (blue line), and thermally heated to 400 (green line) and 500 °C (red line) (Fig. 11). HA troughs were observed at 3570 and 630 cm\(^{-1}\) that pertain to the hydroxyl group; and troughs at 1090, 1045, 960, 601 and 570 cm\(^{-1}\) were attributed to the phosphate group found therein. The results are indicative of stoichiometric HA. [43]. Raw GG troughs that did not overlap with HA peaks were detected at 2925, 1658, 1455 and 815 cm\(^{-1}\). The troughs pertaining
to GG are consistent with previous work [44-46]. These troughs were evident in the dried sample, and gradually decreased in the following thermally debound spectra. The data demonstrated that a small quantity of guar gum was present at 500 °C at 2925 and 1658 cm\(^{-1}\), whereas the other troughs indicative of GG (red arrows) were absent. However, a noticeable difference in the HA pattern can be observed between 400 and 500 °C, with a clear decrease in OH\(^-\) trough intensities, which again can explain the subtle mass loss observed between 500 and 1000 °C in Fig. 10(e). This liberation of the hydroxyl group is known to prefigure the densification of HA.

The presence of GG at 500 °C was further confirmed by SEM imaging of HA pastes after being subject to 500 °C heat. Fig. 12 are micrographs depicting the results of discoid pellets fashioned using HA, GG and distilled water that were heated to 400 and 500 °C. At 400 °C, the guar gum was found to firmly adhere and coat the HA particles. Increasing the temperature to 500 °C initiated the degradation of the adhered GG, however, as the image portrays, remnants were still found on the HA particles. Imaging above this temperature was not possible due to samples lacking sufficient green strength for analysis, inferring further progression in degradation. Although not included in this study, FTIR analysis of the sintered HA presented with no evidence of guar gum.

Investigation into the thermal degradation of guar gum revealed that the decomposition of the binder altered in the presence of HA, with the decomposition shifting to higher temperatures. Normally TGA is an adequate method in determining the degradation behaviour of a binder. However, FTIR and SEM were additionally utilised to verify the ambiguous behaviour observed above 500 °C in the thermogram. The outcome of the analyses suggested that an isothermal degradation was required. The
extrudates were thermally debound for one hour at 200 and 300, and for three hours at 400 °C. This was to ensure that sufficient time was provided for the binder to degrade, and to avoid using higher temperatures that could result in the densification of HA, as suggested by the FTIR spectra. The following step was to elucidate a suitable heating rate for debinding the extrudates that could lead to a defect-free sintered body.

**4.2.1.3 Heating Rate**

Notwithstanding the debinding temperature, the heating rate is a key determinant in the quality of the final product [31]. Initially, an arbitrary heating rate of 5 °C/min was selected, however, this appeared to facilitate the formation of cracks during debinding, which were later exacerbated during sintering. A slower heating rate of 3 °C/min was trialled, which resulted in an ostensibly defect-free extrudate, however, undetectable cracks became pronounced during sintering in the form of hairline cracks. A further trial at a heating rate of 1 °C/min resulted in a defect-free densified extrudate. This is a common rate in thermal debinding [47-49]. On the other hand, GG is water soluble and thus be of interest where the two-step debinding approach comprising water-debinding is incorporated [50, 51]. The results are outlined in Fig. S.

**4.3 Scaffold Properties**

4.3.1 Physical and Mechanical Properties

To further demonstrate the feasibility of GG as a binder during the critical processing steps, we note that its extraction did not adversely affect the periodicity of the porous structure. As Fig. 13 illustrates, and listed in Table 1 the macro-pores maintained their square geometry (640-700 µm), obtained from a die with pin widths of ~ 1000 µm;
thereby shrinking 30-36%. This far exceeds the desired pore sizes that scaffolds are obligated to possess for rapid bone formation [2, 52], and hence is expected to expedite bone growth. Furthermore, the pore sizes are greater than the width of the walls of the extrudate, and traverse the length of the extrudate. Thus the scaffolds possess a high degree of interconnectivity that provides a continuous path for bone ingrowth [53], as well as the facilitation of the mechanical interlocking between the porous scaffold and the surrounding tissues for enhanced mechanical stability [2, 54]. However, albeit beneficial from a biological perspective, the pore sizes are known to impact the mechanical strength of scaffolds. Thus, depending on the intended clinical application, a balance must be struck between wall thickness and pore size.

To empirically measure the volume fraction of porosity of the extrudates, ~ 4.5 mm cubes were fashioned and the bulk porosity measured using a helium pycnometer. The volume recorded was then subtracted from the apparent volume measured geometrically by a vernier caliper. The mean bulk porosity was determined as 46.5 vol%. The corresponding compressive strength of the cubic scaffolds was 38.6 MPa. In comparison to natural bone, both bulk porosity and compressive strength values are between that of cancellous and cortical bone. Cancellous bone possess higher porosity (50 – 90%) [55], but the compressive strength (2-12 MPa) [56] is notably weaker than cortical bone ( >100 MPa; and a porosity of <30%) [57, 58]. With regards to commercially available bone grafts, the compressive strength was significantly higher. Endobon® is a commercially available hydroxyapatite graft used in replacing bone defects below load-bearing joints (e.g. tibial head fractures). Though the porosity values are similar, Endobon® has a compressive strength that ranges between 1-20 MPa [59].
Thus the extruded HA scaffolds can be used in a similar application with improved mechanical stability.

4.3.2 Microstructure

Fracture surface analysis using SEM (Fig. 14) found that an intermediate sintering stage was achieved at 1250 °C. This period precedes complete densification, and is characterised by relatively small sintering necks resulting in micropores [60], as evidenced by the SEM micrographs. Micropores are generally regarded as beneficial for improving in vivo bone growth and overall healing when compared to macropore-only scaffolds [61, 62]; however the case for a microporous topography is inconclusive, with histological analysis determining the relationship between bone healing and micropores as significantly invariable [63]. Both inter- and transgranular fracturing were observed, however, the former was the principle mode of fracturing.

SEM analysis was also employed to examine the morphology of the grains (Fig. 15). The microstructure consisted of both a solid and a porous phase. The grain sizes were measured between 1-3 µm, which are comparable to a previous study [64]. However, the same study reported a markedly lower compressive strength.

5 Conclusion

GG was successfully applied in the extrusion of a ceramic honeycomb monolith. GG was conducive in the formulation of hydroxyapatite pastes with high stiffness (8.4 MPa) and strong shear-thinning properties desirable in ceramic extrusion and other fabrication techniques. GG also demonstrated satisfactory thermal debinding properties, with a heating rate of 1 °C/min was found to produce crack-free extrudates. The processing steps
opted in this study culminated in densified HA extrudates. In concert with other processing parameters, GG yielded HA scaffolds with compressive strengths (38.6 MPa) and pore sizes (>640 µm) that exceeded that of current commercially available bone grafts. Therefore, a strong justification for the use of guar gum as a binder was presented. With the growing presence of solid free-form techniques, it is envisaged that the potential of GG will expand. Future work will involve investigating the possibility of increasing the ceramic solids loading.
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**Fig. 15.** SEM (SE) micrographs highlighting the grain morphology of the sintered HA body, at high (a) and low (b) magnification.

**Table 1.**

Scaffold physical and mechanical properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell Length (µm)</th>
<th>Strut Thickness (µm)</th>
<th>Bulk Porosity (%)</th>
<th>Compressive Strength (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>717 ± 72</td>
<td>528 ± 32</td>
<td>46.5 ± 1.2</td>
<td>38.6 ± 6.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Supplementary Material

**Fig. S1.** Images illustrating the effects of heating rate during debinding on the extrudates.